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CAD REFERENCE TIME OF PAGE ADVICE DETAILS

CALL

533 01:28 1 Evacuate "Yeah evacuate. Get everybody out. Get

everybody out and get everybody out"

542 01:29 2, 3 Stay "I'm telling them to get them to come in and
help you" "There is someone coming up to

help you" "There is nothing else I can do,

other than tell them that you're there. So

they have been told. They are aware that

you're there"

543 02:01

(call 5)
3, 4 Evacuate "Are you able to get out?" "Is there not a fire

exit?" "There is fire brigade coming up the

stairs trying to evacuate everyone. Are you

able to have a look to see if it is able to go

downstairs?"

578 01:45

(call 2)

6 Stay LFB Operator "You're probably best to stay

in your flat" "And just stay where you are for

now"

611 01:37 2 Evacuate "If you want, you should leave the building"

"that's four floors above you. You might

want to leave" "If you go and get the kids

and take them outside. But it's alright we do

know about it and the Fire Brigade are on

their way"

801 02:32

(call 2)

3 Evacuate "If they are able to get to the fire exit then

that's what they need to do, make their way

to the fire exit"

823 02:35

(call 3)

3 Stay "we are aware we are trying to get to you

ok"

828 02:37 1, 2, 3 Stay "Yes we're gonna come and get you" " Ok

don't worry we got help on way, we got help
on way" " Ok don't worry help is on way. We

know where you are and we're going help,

they're gonna come and get you out"

867 02:44 2 Evacuate "Exit the building if safe to do so"

932 03:05 1 Stay "Caller this is the police. I'm trying to get

someone to you but you need to tell me

where you are"

980 03:19 1 Evacuate "They were told by 999 to get out of the

building"
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1093 03:54 2 Evacuate "The fire brigade people told him to wrap

himself in cold towels and try and get out

the flat, he was on the stairwells"

1104 04:02 2, 3 Evacuate "the advice obviously the fire brigade have
been giving is to escape by any means" "If

anybody obviously gets through to them you

need to advise them if they are still trapped

inside just to try and get out erm however

they can"
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